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ACHIEVEMENTS

Hope
Foundation
and
Research
Centre
in
association with the IEEE
India Council and Women In
Engineering Affinity Group,
IEEE Pune Section has
instituted the Pralhad P.
Chhabria Awards from the
year 2017, in memory of Late
Shri Pralhad P Chhabria,
Founder President, Hope
Foundation.
This year, HFRC and IEEE
Collaborators have agreed
upon adding an additional
number of awards and also
the applicant nationality;
these awards have been
extended so that they can be
from any of the SAARC
nations.
Total 4 awards are given this
year.

BEST OUTGOING
STUDENT: Runner
Up – Annesya
Banerjee

BEST OUTGOING
STUDENT: Winner –
Deeksha M S

BEST WOMAN
PROFESSIONAL
(EARLY CAREER):
Winner – Dr. Anupama
Ray

BEST WOMAN
PROFESSIONAL (EARLY
CAREER): Runner Up –
Dr. Lavika Goel
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IS DATA SCIENCE
APPLICABLE TO
INDIAN EPICS- EKAM

IEEE Pune Section through its IEEE Education
society organized event naming, ‘Leap off Google!
Back to Books? ‘.
Mitra Desai was the speaker at this event. The
anchors of this session enthusiastically started this
session by mentioning IEEE at a Glance and a
series of programs called EKAM, a crossdisciplinary platform in association with Raja
Dinkar Kelkar Museum. Further stating that Mitra
Desai is an Indic researcher, speaker, and the
author of the recently published book, Shitala –
How India enabled vaccination, she has been
writing vlogs at tejomayabharat.com. Living in
Australia for a long time the speaker said that you
can take a girl out of Bharat but you can’t take
Bharat out of a person. The speaker started the
session by paying her respect to the elders of
Ngunnawal and her teachers.
Abstract of the event includes Sushruta and his
Samhita (Micro-documentary on YouTube
channel), Shitala: How India Enabled Vaccination,
India’s unacknowledged contribution to WWI.
The speaker stated that Bharat and its rich medical
advances have provided Europe with the
understanding that infection can be introduced in
a non-immune person. She also states an
important point that till date India does not get
acknowledged for its profound gift of Ayurveda
and the Indian medical system. She also mentions
Dr. Raj Vedam who once said that all the glitter of
the modern west is the dust of India’s past.
The speaker also brings to the highlight that if we
limit ourselves to the first page of Google we will
only hear what the highest bidder wants us to know
and will never find out what the true story is.
Speaking to teachers, grandparents and people
having wisdom that is not there on Google or any
books will help to build much powerful knowledge.
As the information was conveyed impressively, it
led to a beneficial interaction between the
participants, and the speaker. The speaker also
cleared the doubts of the participants.
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L

EAP OFF
GOOGLE! BACK
TO BOOKS?EKAM

MITRA DESAI
Canberra, Australia
Indic Researcher, Speaker
Author of the recently published book:
Shitala - How India enabled vaccination

On the occasion of World Astronomy Day
IEEE Pune Section conducted a joint
webinar with NCRA which was open to all.
It was held on Saturday 15th May 2021 from
5pm to 6:30 pm IST. It was inclusive of
three informative sessions and a panel
discussion.

WORLD
ASTRONOMY
DAY

The first session was an overview of NCRA
and GMRT. Prof Yashwant Gupta delivered
his session on"Overview of technical
activities NCRA : future prospects". Then,
Mr. S. Sureshkumar spoke about
"Improving Technical Education in the
GMRT Neighbourhood". Further, Prof.
Yogesh Wadadekar spoke about "Science
Outreach Activities by NCRA" and Dr. J.K.
Solanki talked about "Potential for
Development of Agri-based Technology in
the GMRT Region".

GLIMPSES

The second session was an overview of
IEEE, Pune Section and society chapters.
Mr. Girish Khilari, IEEE Pune section chair
& Society Chairs provided his valuable
insights on the same.
A talk by Dr Ajit Kembhavi on PKC’s
Astronomy citizen science program was
conducted thereafter as part of the third
session.This was followed by a power
packed panel discussion in which the
moderator was Mr. Dinanath Kholkar,
Chair- MD-IR and the panel members were
Dr. Yashwant Gupta, Mr. Girish Khilari. All
of them shared their thoughts on this
auspicious occasion and contributed in
making the event a grand success.
This session was live broadcasted on
YouTube: https://youtu.be/AeSOUGg5VJg
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IEEE Pune Section Education Society had
organized a Tech-webinar named “Healthcare
Technologies for common man in New
Normal”
Dr. Milind Pande gave an introduction about
“ITU
which
stand
for
International
Telecommunication Union” where the whole
world is celebrating world-telecom day and the
theme for the year 2021 is – “Accelerating
digital transformation in challenging times”
where he said that digital world is the main
component for digital transformation.
Artificial Intelligence to artificial Wisdom was
the successive topic after the video wherein Dr.
Pande explained about how the society was
moving towards making the use of smart
healthcare systems.
During his phase as a researcher, he met
Honourable Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam and had a
discussion on Telecom Transfer Project in
Education. Further, he spoke about Holistic
digital healthcare where which comprises of a
motto: “Technology and Human - Hand in
Hand for better healthcare”. Evolution of 5G
and its advantages in the healthcare sector were
also described by Dr. Pande. A video on how
robotics is advancing in this sector was also
introduced to the audience.

Nadi Tarangani was one device which is used
to detect and analyse information about
inner health and a video regarding the same
was featured. The speaker lastly explained
abbot 3S Mantra Therapy which was termed
as medicina alternativa.
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HEALTHCARE
TECHNOLOGIES
FOR COMMON
MAN IN NEW
NORMAL

DR. MILIND PANDE
Prof-Vice Chancellor
MIT World Peace
Univ. Pune

OPERATING
MODERN
POWER
SYSTEM
UNDER
UNCERTAINTY

PES-IAS Chapter of IEEE Pune Section in association with
PICC and GIEEE organized Webinar on "Operation of
Modern Power System under Uncertainty" delivered by Mr.
Dean Sharafi, Head of System Management, Australian
Energy Market Operator, Perth, Australia. The event was on
Saturday, 22nd May 2021 at 11.00 am IST. This event is
attended by Mr. Deepak Mathur, IEEE R-10 Director,
Ramkrishna Kappagantu Ex-Director R-10, Dr. Subrata, Dr.
Nagraja, Harish Mysore, Sr. Director IEEE India
Operations, KVS Baba, CMD- POSOCO, and many experts
from Central Electricity Authority, Power System Operation
Cooperation Ltd, Power Utilities, Renewable Energy
Industry, Academia-Research Scholars attended the
webinar.
Mr. Dean elaborated a paradigm shift in the power sector
from carbonized fuels to renewable energy sources such as
Solar PV and Wind Power. Power generation from these
resources is random and intermittent. Large scale
integration of these sources with electric grid add
significant challenges and operational difficulties. He
elaborated handling of risk and uncertainty by giving
examples of the Australian grid. The expertise shared by
him is useful for Indian Power sector experts, researchers,
and even academia.
Modern power systems are at risk of events the extent of
which may not be exactly quantifiable before they happen.
This risk originates from the facts that these power systems
are increasingly dominated by inverter based generation
and Distributed Energy Resources (DER) which have a
different behavior to synchronous generators during
contingency events. The response of the DER especially
Distributed Photovoltaics (PV) to contingencies can be
widespread and unpredictable.
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Mr. Dean Sharafi
Head of System
Management, Australian
Energy Market Operator
(AEMO), Perth Australia

Dean Sharafi is heading
System Management, the
operator of South-West
Interconnected System in
Australia. Dean holds a
degree in Applied Physics,
a degree in Electrical
Engineering, and a degree
in Business Management.
He has around 30 years of
experience
in
power
system engineering which
includes Power System
Protection, High Voltage
Systems,
Asset
Management and Power
System
and Electricity Market
Operation.

IS DATA
SCIENCE
APPLICABLE TO
INDIAN EPICS?EKAM

MR. NILESH OAK
Author, Researcher, Speaker, and
Corporate Consultant BS, MS in
Chemical Engineering, and an
executive MBA Adjunct faculty at
the Institute of Advanced
Sciences, Dartmouth, MA, USA.
Following were the prize
winners for a quiz:
Madhav
Sharma
(Sharda
University) Vrushali khondale (GH
Raisoni College of Engineering)
Divvy Mathur (GH Raisoni College
of Engineering)
Aditi Chavan (PICT).

IEEE Pune Section organized a webinar on
“Is Data Science Applicable to Indian
Epics”, in association with Raja Dinkar
Kelkar Museum. The webinar was held on
22nd May 2021 at 6:30 pm. The speaker was
Dr. Nilesh Oak.
Nilesh Oak is an author, researcher,
speaker, and corporate consultant. He
holds BS, MS degrees in Chemical
Engineering. He is an executive MBA and
an adjunct faculty at the Institute of
Advanced Sciences, Dartmouth, MA, USA.
He writes extensively on ancient Indian
history and has published 3 books on the
subject. His passion is to make Indians
aware of the deep antiquity of Indian
civilization.
Mr.Nilesh started his talk by explaining the
broad scope of Data Science and the
statistical techniques used as part of this
discipline. After discussing how these can
be applied to antiquity research, he took
the example of dating the epics Ramayana
and Mahabharata based on successive
regression techniques. He also showed how
these techniques could be applied to
Bhishma
Nirvana
chronology
in
Mahabharata. The talk provoked a lot of
interest in the audience which was visible
during the Question & Answer session.
After the talk, a quiz program was held in
which about xxx students participated, and
the questions were based on the talk
delivered by Mr. Nilesh Oak.
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MIT-ADT EVENTS

HOW TO USE MICROSOFT CMT FOR CONFERENCES?
IEEE Pune Section in association with MIT ADT University, Pune
organized Online Training session on “How to use Microsoft CMT for
conferences” on 8th May 2021.
The aim of this training was to provide insights about the use of
Microsoft CMT for conference for different purposes. This training aims
to provide opportunities to faculty members from different colleges from
Pune region & from IEEE Pune Section to enrich their skill of using MS
CMT for various conferences. There were many faculty members from
different departments of Engineering & from different universities who
attended this training session.
The training covers different aspect of using MS CMT as setting deadline
for conference paper submission, Submission of Paper (format, Size),
Complete Review Process, Checking of Status of Paper, etc.
Speaker: Dr. Sidharth Borge, Department of E&TC, VIT, Pune.Dr. Reena
Pagare, from Dept. of CSE, MITSOE welcomed all the participants for
the training program. Dr. Amar Buchade, Treasurer IEEE Pune Section,
highlighted the importance and objectives of organizing this training
programme. Dr. Amar Buchde, welcomes the expert of the session, Dr.
Sidharth Borge, Department of E&TC, VIT, Pune
Dr. Sidharth Borge, gave step by step guidelines to the participants on
the use of Microsoft CMT with details for Setting deadline for conference
paper submission, Setting welcome address for authors, Submission of
Paper (format, Size), Review Process- Assigning reviewer, Assigning
papers to the reviewer, communication with reviewer, Adding
questionaries for reviewer, Checking of Status of Paper, etc
The program was ended with thanks to Dr. Sidharth Borge by Dr. Amar
Buchade from IEEE Pune Section & Dr. Reena Pagare, from MITSOE,
Pune.
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GLIMPSES

Branch Counselor: Dr.
Reena Pagare
Branch Chair: Shivani
Santosh Sorte
No. of Student Members: 6

SICSR EVENTS

GUIDED
BEGINNERS
PROJECT
SESSION ON ML

On 1st May 2021, a workshop on Guided Beginners Project Session on
Machine Learning was organized from 11:00 am to 1:00 pm. The workshop
started with a welcome ceremony where the anchors for the day, Sahil
Lakhani and Raibata Basu, welcomed the guest speaker and all participants
to the workshop. The guest speaker, Mr. Sashwath Mishra, Director at
Cavemendev, wonderfully delivered his session on the topic of the day.

Mr. Sashwath Mishra commenced his session with an
introduction to data science, artificial intelligence and
machine learning. He then explained the importance of data
in today’s time and briefed about the pioneers of the data.
Afterwards, he elucidated the relationship between
mathematics and machine learning. He also enlightened the
students with some use cases of machine learning such as
Facebook, OTD platforms, Kreditbee, Anthem, Cytora, Plant
Village, etc. While explaining the concepts of the same he
used a hands-on demo of a test case for insurance
compensation using sample data from Kaggle. To conclude
his session, he shared some more learning resources for the
attendees present in the session. A Q&A session was
subsequently taken in which the speaker delightfully
answered all the queries asked by the audience.
Furthermore, Dr. Rajashree Jain extended hearty gratitude
to the speaker and the participants for their presence. The
anchors (Sahil Lakhani and Raibata Basu) presented a vote
of thanks and the event concluded by presenting an emomento to Mr. Saswath Mishra.
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GLIMPSES

Branch Counselor: Dr.
Rajashree Jain
Branch Chair: Meghna Das
No. of Student Members: 17

DYPIEMR
EVENTS

REDUCE, REUSE & RECYCLE
IEEE Students' Branch of Dr. D.Y.
Patil Institute of Engineering
Management and Research, Akurdi,
Pune had organized an event,
"Reduce, Reuse and Recycle" it
consisted of creating useful material
from waste material that is harmful
to the environment. A total of 168
students participated in the event.
They presented their ideas of
making the best out of waste Which
was held from 17th May 2021 to 22nd
May 2021.

GLIMPSES

Branch Counselor:
Mrs.Dnyanada N. Hire
Branch Chair: Baibhav Roy
No. of Student Members: 24
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The event was started by Ms. Saba Shaikh, Asst
Professor, Electrical Engineering Department.
Later the platform was given to Dr. P.B Mane
Principal of AISSMS IOIT, Pune where he brief
about the college Innovation Incubation
Entrepreneurship Development cell and the
significance of Patent filing. The sessions
handled by Ms. Shreeya Bhonsle and Bhushan
Pawar (IEEE Student Branch Member)

Introduction of the Speaker was given by Ms.
Saba Shaikh, Asst Professor, Electrical
Engineering Department. Dr. Ashpana
Shiralkar( IEEE AISSMS IOIT Student Branch
Counselor), Dr. Satik Khara (HOD and
Founder of IEEE Silver Oak University SB),
Prof. Mayuresh Kulkarni, (Student Branch
Counselor), Prof. Viren Patel(Student branch
advisor), IEEE AISSMS IOIT Student Branch,
IEEE Silver Oak University Student Branch,
and IIEDC AISSMS IOIT team has taken an
effort for organizing the workshop.

AISSMS IOIT
EVENTS
Workshop on
“Innovation and IPR”
Day 1: Ms. Pooja Menon & Mr. Dhruv Brahmbhatt
took over the platform and explained, Basics of IPR
and Trademark that briefly covers What trademark
copyright, truly means. Discussed the things that
can be patented and things that cannot. Session
cover with Live demo of trademark filing.How to
draft a patent, copyright a filing, Hands-on and the
live demo shown the copyright filing procedure.
How to start a prior art search. Patent searching
techniques also discussed. Doubts were thoroughly
answered by speaker.
Day 2: Mr. Gaurav Balani, Mr. Rinkesh Kurkure,
and Ms. Pooja Menon started the session with
Meaning of what the patent system says regarding
patent drafting. This followed by How to format a
patent. Specification to be added in the patent.
Briefly cover Do’s and Don’t of claim writing. Form
filling process. Filing design patent. Live
demonstration shown for Patent filing.
Significance and benefits of patent filing focused
during the session. Doubts were thoroughly
answered by the speaker.
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GLIMPSES

Branch Counselor:
Dr.Ashpana Shiralkar
Branch Chair: Sarang Janrao
Chambhare
No. of Student Members: 57

AISSMS
COE
EVENTS

"National level Quiz Competition
on The Occasion of
World Telecommunications & Information Society Day"
AISSMSCOE IEEE Student Branch in association with the Department
of
E&TC, IE(I) & ISTE Student Chapter, AISSMS College of Engineering,
Pune has organized a "National Level Quiz Competition on the occasion
of World Telecommunication & Information Society Day" on 17th May
2021. Quiz completion was organized on 23rd May 2021 at 12 pm. The
quiz was based on telecommunications systems such as analog
communications, digital communications, data, signal transmission
methods, and general knowledge about telecommunications day and
the International Telecommunication Union.

Webinar on "Stress Management"
A webinar on "Stress Management" was organized by the AISSMSCOE
IEEE Student Branch (STB-98723) in
association with the Department of Electronics & Telecommunication,
AISSMS College of Engineering, Pune, and IEI, ISTE Student Chapter on
23rd May 2021. Speaker for the webinar was Mr. Anilkumar Garg. The
session was started with a note of Principal of AISSMS COE Dr. D S
Bormane, after that HOD of E&TC department guided gathering. Mis.
Pragna Chatla introduced the Guest speaker. Mr. Anil Kumar Garg guided
gathering with basics of stress and how to manage stress, reasons why
human gets stressed, effective ways to reduce stress. Speaker also touched
on the topic of spirituality, its importance, and how meditation can reduce
stress? At the end of the session small session of meditation. Participants
enjoyed the different types of meditations. At the end of the session
question of participants were answered by the speaker.
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Branch Counselor: Dr.
Daulappa. G. Bhalke
Branch Chair: Pragna
Rajnarendra Chatla
No. of Student Members: 28

JSPM'S RSCOE
EVENTS

"Online Project Exhibition &
Introduction To IEEE Student
Chapter"

An online project exhibition and presentation on
introduction to IEEE student chapter was
conducted by Jspm’s Rajarshi Shahu College of
Engineering IEEE student chapter on 29th May
2021. The IEEE student chapter of the E&TC
department had organized this event for all the
students of the Second and Third year to guide
them on project making and various software. Also,
to increase the membership of IEEE and to let
students know the benefits of IEEE, the second
part of the event Introduction to IEEE was
organized. The introduction of the event was given
by our host Ritu Deshmukh, Chair, IEEE RSCOE
Student Chapter. Then the introduction of our
HOD, Dr.S.C.Wagaj, Our branch counselor
Dr.Shailaja Patil and coordinator Dr.S.A.Bhisikar
was given. Total 4 teams had participated. They
have very well presented their ideas, innovations in
front of everyone.
event Introduction to IEEE was organized.

GLIMPSES

Branch Counselor: Dr. Shailaja
Patil
Branch Chair: Ritu Deshmukh
No. of Student Members: 41
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The second part of the event was “Introduction to
IEEE Student Chapter” in which Dr.Shailaja Patil
enlightened all the students with the benefits of
IEEE and encouraged students for becoming part
of it. Then Preeti Pawar, Co-Chair gave a
presentation on how to take membership of IEEE
and took us to the insights of IEEE. After this, we
have invited Athar Co-SSR of the IEEE Pune
region. He spoke on IEEE society and highly
motivated all the students. Next, Sheryl Thoppil
shared her experience of the Women In
Engineering event. Lastly Vote of Thanks was
given by Joshna Dhanokar, Secretary, IEEE
RSCOE.

PICT
EVENTS

GLIMPSES

Higher Studies Abroad
IEEE Student Branch PICT had
organized an event “Higher Studies
Abroad” on 15th May 2021 from 4 pm6 pm. Seminar on higher studies
conducted by our third-year students
Durvesh Malpure and Onkar Litake,
who scored 324 and 320 respectively
in the GRE examination. They
explained about GRE and TOEFL
examination and what work
experience or research paper
required for applying to universities.
Overall, it was a powerpacked
discussion.

Branch Counselor: Dr.Amar
Buchade
Branch Chair: Hritik Zutshi
No. of Student Members: 305

TOTAL ATTENDEES : 150
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"IEEE, I would say - A platform where
the best in you becomes the rest in you!

D
I
A
R
I
E
S

Rutwek Hirwe
IEEE Pune Section
Website Team Lead,
Chairperson, GHRCEM
SB

Working as an active team member for 6 months, IEEE
has moulded me into a creative personality as a whole.
It was an out-of-the-box experience to start as a NonIEEE member and then being Awarded as the
Outstanding Volunteer of the Year 2020. From
developing the mini-apps to leading the website team,
IEEE has given me the ultimate platform to create,
develop and showcase my skills. From teaching me the
prime lessons of teamwork and management to
encouraging ME to think for the betterment of the WE!
IEEE had cultivated a good being in me.
IEEE also helped me to increase my network all over the
world which is benefiting me in my Entrepreneurship
Journey. At every point, IEEE stands to improve and
motivates me to bring the best in me.
Currently, I am serving as the Chairperson at GHRCEM
SB, Website Team Head at IEEE Pune Section."
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GRAPHIC DESIGNING
WAS NEVER MY
THING UNTIL I
JOINED THE DESIGN
TEAM AND GOT THE
OPPORTUNITY TO
MANAGE IT

IT HAS PROVIDED
ME WITH A SLEW
OF
OPPORTUNITIES
THAT I COULD
NEVER HAVE
EXPECTED

MS.PRIYA SIRSAT

MS.SIMEEN KHAN
AYYUB LODGE

Design Team head at
IEEE Pune Section,
AISSMS Institute
Information Technology
student Branch
It is an immense pleasure for me to be a
part of IEEE. It has influenced me to
learn more and improve my skills in
every aspect possible. It is a great
platform to showcase your technical
and social skills. Getting recognition
for volunteering in R10 SWYLC to lead
the Design Team of IEEE Pune Section
and then coordinating EKAM events
had a lot to learn from the intellectuals
worldwide. Graphic Designing was
never my thing until I joined the Design
team and got the opportunity to
manage it. It gave me exposure to the
management of the team and
developing my skills for my career path.

Publicity Team member
at IEEE Pune Section,
Secretary IEEE SICSR
Pune Student Branch
"IEEE has been a part of my college experience.
It has provided me with a slew of opportunities
that I could never have expected. In the year
2020, I became a student member of IEEE. The
journey from being a regular IEEE student
member to becoming the Secretary of the IEEE
SICSR Pune Student Branch in 2021 has been
delightful. Moving forward, I was showered
with more blessings by becoming a part of
IEEE Pune Section - Publicity Team member.
Since 2020, I have been volunteering in
collaborative events held under IEEE. All of the
wonderful opportunities have served as a
stepping stone for me to learn and develop. The
more I volunteer with IEEE, the more I realise
how many more golden opportunities there are
to be discovered. It's an honour to be a member
of IEEE. Thank you for such a memorable
experience, and I hope there will be more to
come."
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FUN
WITH
WORDS
Previous Month's
Answer Key

ACROSS

2. Sanskrit for "one, single, solitary" (neuter gender), as a noun meaning "unity".
3. the goods or merchandise kept on the premises of a shop or warehouse and
available for sale or distribution.
4. a thin, broad piece of food, such as bread, meat, or cake, cut from a larger portion.
6. the branch of science which deals with celestial objects, space, and the physical
universe as a whole.

DOWN

1. the organized provision of medical care to individuals or a community.
5. search for information about (someone or something) on the internet using the
search engine.
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NEWSLETTER TEAM
THANK YOU

Dr. Neha Sharma,
Chair
Newsletters

Meghna Das
Team Lead
Newsletters

Dr.Ashpana Shiralkar,
Co-Chair
Newsletters

Mr.Bhaskar Mishra,
Co-Chair
Newsletters

Akshata
Saptasagar

Mr. Mohammad
Athar Rangila,
Coordinator
Newsletters

Rutika
Bankar

All the events and activities of the IEEE Pune Section in the year 2021 available
at Newsletters: https://ieeepunesection.org/newsletter/
Activity submission and other information: secretary@ieeepunesection.org
2021 Executive Committee of IEEE Pune Section:
https://ieeepunesection.org/student-committee/
ESSENTIAL INFORMATION:https://www.ieee.org/membership/index.html

Yash
Naval

